Time is an essential dimension of our environment that allows us to extract meaningful information about speed of movement, speech, motor actions and fine motor control. Traditionally, models of time have tried to quantify how the brain might process the duration of an event. The most commonly cited are the pacemaker-accumulator model and the beat frequency model of interval timing, which explain how duration is perceived, represented and encoded. Here we posit such models as providing a powerful tool for simultaneously extracting, representing and encoding stimulus rate information. That is, any model that can process duration has all the information needed to code stimulus rate. We explore different processing strategies which would enable rate to be read off from both the pacemaker-accumulator and beat frequency model of interval timing. Finally we explore open questions that, when answered, will shed light upon potential mechanisms for duration and rate estimation.
Introduction
Our perception of the world around us is essentially informed by our ability to code time; speech and music provide just two examples of processes in which perceiving the temporal extent of an event, and dividing the event into substructures is essential to perception of the stimulus. To be able to make sense of such complex stimuli, the brain needs to be able to extract both duration and rate information. The process by which we are able to construct representations of temporal content remains poorly understood and the experimental literature is rife with contradiction. Here we propose why and how temporal extent (duration) and temporal frequency (rate) may be subserved by the same mechanism (Box 1).
A complete model of time perception should be biologically plausible, compatible with behavioural experimental data, and applicable across multiple timescales. Internal models of time perception have primarily been based on duration estimates, and often continue to be discussed only in the context of data about duration [1 ]. Here we suggest that information from rate experiments should likewise inform these models. Our contention is that the most efficient coding strategy for processing both duration and rate would be via a single mechanism. We focus on two prevalent models: the pacemaker-accumulator (PA) model (Box 2, Figure 1b) , and the beat frequency (BF) model (Figure 1c) , and demonstrate that both the PA and BF models can process duration and rate via a single mechanism, illustrating different ways in which rate and duration judgements would thereby covary. We also consider open questions in the field of time perception that will clarify whether there is a unified temporal mechanism (see Box 3).
We could, theoretically, have independent mechanisms for processing duration and rate information. However, duration and rate information are tightly linked; a mechanism that can compute one has all the necessary information to compute the other. Thus it is likely that the same temporal integration and memory mechanisms underlie both duration and rate discrimination [2] [3] [4] [5] . Experimental evidence about single versus separable mechanisms for rate and duration is mixed. For instance, extensive work has been done in the Johnston lab [6] which demonstrates that, after matching for temporal frequency, a duration compression occurs independent of temporal frequency of the stimulus. The authors therefore argue duration effects are dissociable from rate, pointing to separate mechanisms.
However, there are potential unified models that could account for their pattern of results (see [7] for further discussion of this point). 
